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Good afternoon Chairman Davis, Vice-Chair Dumais and Committee Members. My
name is Jaime Contreras, Vice President of SEIU 32BJ.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify here today on behalf of the union’s 20,000
members in Maryland and the D.C. Metropolitan Area.
This bill will help to make the state safer by working to ensure that experienced
employees continue to be employed at heightened security interest locations, all
while making a transformational difference in the lives of hard working men and
women.
Getting a job at an airport is not a simple proposition; there are numerous security
regulationsi and employees are consistently monitored by government agencies to
ensure they’re upholding safety and security standards.
Work at the Port of Baltimore is similarly intense. Given it is a major shipping
terminal and economic driver in our state, the threat of illegal activity must be
constantly defended against.ii This means extensive training for workers who are
the eyes and ears of the Port.
Security incidents of note at these locations in recent years include a man in 2017
driving through a fence at BWI and boarding an empty plane,iii and another
individual in 2018 clearing security with knife and no boarding pass, only to be
stopped by an airport employee. In regards to the later incident a TSA
spokeswoman described airport employees as being one of the “multiple layers of
security to protect the traveling public.”iv
Despite this, wages for many workers at these locations are woefully inadequate.
Workers at BWI and Pennsylvania Station are assured of only the state minimum
wage of $11 an hour. Many workers at the Port are covered by a “living wage”
requirement under state law, but the rate,v is barely sufficient to keep a family
above the federal poverty line,vi and can leave workers and their children eligible
for public benefits.vii
Research has shown that higher wages correlate to reduced employee turnover. In
security and safety roles this is shown to have a measurable impact on security
outcomes. A study of security screenings at US Airports found that for every 1%
increase in turnover there was a correlation of 0.62% decrease in breach
detections.viii

Jurisdictions across the country have recognized this correlation. Similar policies to that proposed here are
in place at LAX, Oakland Airport, the Port of Oakland, and the three Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey airports.ix In our immediate region, Dulles and Reagan National, passed a wage program in 2017.
HB 1410 would set minimum wage and benefit rates based on the prevailing area standard for security
guards determined by the DOL. These wage and benefit rates are currently $14.27 and $4.54 for Baltimore
City and Anne Arundel County.x These rates are by definition the accepted standard in the area for security
guards. This will hardly mean a luxurious lifestyle for these workers,xi, but for many it could mean access to
meaningful health insurance outside of public programs for the first time.
In the tight current labor market,xii this increase could help further ensure the competitiveness and safety of
the three covered locations.
On behalf of the thousands of workers and local communities who stand to gain, I urge you to support this
bill, and help make Maryland safer while improving the lives of thousands of workers.
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